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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I will discuss two aspects of

communication of utmost consequence in supervision -- competence and

compassion. Every communication has at least two aspects. One is the

Content, the-information intended. This is the area of competence in

communication. The other involves the attitude of the supervisor ,

toward the person to whom the information is directed. This aspect is,

always communicated--.intentionally, or unintentionally, knowingly or

unknowingly. The highly competent supervisor can be almost a'total

failure for lack -..of compassionate communication. We a?e more

generally aware of how to develop competence in people than we are of

how to develop compassion in people. There are skills of compassion

which can be taught and learned, just as there are skills of

competence. Among these skills are: being open to one's own feelings;

being constructively honest with other people, as well as to

yourself, about what your feelings are; being'open td' and

communicating positive feelings of love, appreciation, respect, and

warmth; and being able to manage one's own thoughts and feelings so

as to truly listen to.another person. Competence and compassion

together produce the greatest satisfaction fOr all concerned.
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Communication And The Supervisor

In this paper, I will,discuas two aspects of communiclition of

utmost consequence in supervision. To refer to these two aspects

of communication, I will use Brandewein's terms of "competence"

and."compassion." (1)

The need for the competent mode of communication is. seen in

the development of area-subject superiision. It is essential that

one have pertinent knowledge, background, experience and skill in

order to communicate helpfully as a supervisor in a given area.

Lack of this competence simply precludes competent communication.
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Such competence exists in degrees with different supervisors. As the

different fields of study have developed, it has been increasingly more

diffidult for one person to practice competent communication in more

than one or a few areas so that special area superviiion has developed

in which specialists communicate with those being supervised.

Some supervisors think that competence represents the acme of super-'

visory ability. Once competent communication is developed, however,

there le yet another aspect of communication which muI be developed:

compassionate communication.

1. Brandowein, Paul F., Skills of Compassion and Competence, 1969-

ASCE Yearbook, Life Skills in SchoOl and.Society, Louis J. Rubin,
4
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Every communication has at 1st two aspects. One is the content;

the information intended. This is the area of competence in communica-

tion. The other involves the attitude of the supervisor toward the person

to whom the information is directed. This aspect is always communicated:

intentionally or unintentionally, knowingly or unknowingly: You have a

\...choice about whether or not to communicate information, but once you dp

- decide to commuticateinformation,you must also,ammunicate an attitude.

You have no choice about that. Your only choice is what attitude,you will

communicate not whether or not you will-communicate an attitude. Your

attitude is "telegraphed" in the tone of voice, gestures, choice of words,

facial expressions, and in many other verbal and non-verbal ways. This

aspect of communication can either facilitate or neutralize-the effect

of competent communication. This is why its so important for each of

us to'examine our attitudes toward the people we are supervising. Those

attitudes will be communicated, and we cannot help it. If we feel critical,

superior, rejecting, judgemental or condescending, that will be communi-,

cated. If we feel accepting, helpful, considerate, tolerant, respectful,

or trusting, that will be commUnicated. If we feel compassionate,. we

will be accomplishing compassionate communication. I have been empha

sizing that compassionate communication is a matter of what we feel.

We may believe in equality, democracy, respect, and other positive ideals,

but 'it is not what we believe about Our relationship with the persOn, but

what we feel, that communicates. It is often hard for people who believe

positive things to recognize that their feelings may notsorrespond to

those poditive beliefs in a given-moment, so that they are sometimess .

4
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blind to what attitude they'are communicating. The results of one's'

communications may be t*en as one itditator.of whether or not one's
, ,

1

attitude was compassiaia q,

In my opinion, it s,thia uhspoken attitudinal component of- every

communication that makd the final differenCe between a truly valuable

supervisor and one that is,competeni only. The highly competent supervisor

can be almost a total f lure for lack of 'compassionate communication. In

,41
r '
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fact, the more compete a person with low compassion is, the more detri-

mental his competent 44mmunications;may be because of the total effect'

of his communications upon the self- worth, motivation, and security of

the person being supervised. Aerbon with less competence and more

compassion would be preferrable tome. Highly competent persons with

.
..,::. .

,

low compassion, rrequeltly resent ihae they are supervising for not

bowing .gracefully to theirinsightsland obserVations. Their observa-

tions are often excellent in themselves. However, these supervisors
,

1

do
\

ia realize that it.,
i

is the way they are treating :'the person while

.t.
4
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eanvdying the information which is causing the resistance.

. .
. i

the resentment they feel about being resisted also tommunicates which
1

And further,

amplifies the problem, A negative

tudes. They are :baffled as

not having

Their atiswe

e effect,; they e,

ietOn their tRor compassionate skills. They are

cycle is createdby their own

their competenticommunicatidns are

aid they blame the other person.

hurti&offending, cleme4hipg, frightening,,
threatening and alienating

People Att tudinally, wit communicating withAO§st competehcy: The

'
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more'comp tence they:haV he more destructi hey are. 1
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I think that I could postulate four basic types of superOlsorafrom

the idpas in this discussion:

1. Neither' competent, nor compassionate.

2. Competent, but.not compassionate.

3. Not competent, but compassionate.

4. Competent and compassionate.

To,me, this last category of "competent and compassiohate" repre-

011

sents the ideal supervisor. Dinah Crake ha& described this ideal of
.

competence and compassion ill's -supervisor.
From-the view of a person

being supervised by such a supervisor, -she writes:

. .

'Oh, the, comfort, the inexpressible

Comfort of feeling safe with a person,

Having neither to weigh thoughts

L;Nor measure words--but pouring them

All right out--just as they are,

Chaff and grain together,

Confident that a faithfUl harewill

Take and sift them,
'Keep what is worth keeping,

And with the breath of kindness

,Blow the est away.

We are more aware of competence as a criteria for good super-

-visiOn than we are Of the criteria of compassion. And, we are more

generally aware, believe, of how to develop competence in people than

swe are of'how to develop compassion in people. And, I think that com-

petence is an easier personal accomplishment for most people than is

compassion. Brandewein believes that there are skills of compassion

whiCh can be taught ilet learned,
pist as there are skills of competence.

I agree with him.

I'think that one of the pkimary skills Of compassion is that of

being open to one's own feelings: to be self-aware; By developing
4

this skill, the supervisor can watch his feelings moment by moment and



take measures, when appropriate, to contra them, change them, ort,

with them with the person beingauperiised. Supervisors who are n

touch with their own feelings do not know what they are communicati

attitudinally. Therefore, they are often baffled and frustrated by the

results. Supervisors who are in touch with themselves are able to maxi-

,

mize the potential for good in their positive feelings and also .to handle

their negative'fdelings 'in positive Ways so that they, and the people they

are supervising, experience a great deal more satisfaction together.

Another important skill is that of being constructively, honest w

other people, as well as_to yourself, about what your feelings

a
is a skill that can be learned after one has learned how to be

with himself. This skill involves some risk, especially while

are. 1410 r.

in tout
!Pt

one is

Learning it but that is part of what is to be learned: how and when

to be honest with one's feelings with9ut alienating. Certainly, if

one has negative feelings, those feelings will communicate anyway.

Therefore, skills for handling them more openly need to be learned'

and practiced.

'Another related skill of compassion is the ability to be open to

and to communicate positive feelings of love, appreciation, respect,

and warmth. Many people are aware of such feelings within/themselves,

but feel reserved and awkward-about expressing them. lthere'are skills

for expressing and handling these feelings Just as there are skills for

expressing and'handling the negative feelings. All of Uis are able to '

increase ouv.skiii in developing others by more fully expressing the
re

positive feelingi we have about them.

"->
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Another skill of compassion is to be able to manage ore's own

thoughts and feelingd so as to truly listen to another person. Most

people can only listen to another person for a short time because

1610 they are hearing or seeing soon
triggers an idea or feeling within

them which distracts theM from what they are listening to. Putting

those personal thoughts and feelingq.(aside

them appropriately,in the moment, are also

can be learned.

fdr the moment, or handling

skills of comp lssion which

I think that there are means today whereby 'a person can learn

the skills of compassion, or improve them,,if he so desires. I think

that personal counseling,-involvement_in
encounter groups, private

.

meditation and introspection, and involvemeht in service to
other`1,

s-can

alihelp. I have one qualification to add: I think that much coun-

seling and encounter group work is ineffective, and occasionally even

detrimental on'the-same principle disdussed here. That is, it is

ti

competent counseling and group Work, but not compassionate. Therefor,

if one sefts personal
counseling-or encounter group experience, he.

should seek those services and experiences from persons known to be

-compassionate as well as competent, For, after all, the finest way to

learn the skills of compassion is from someone who is treating you

compassionately. I think that most counselorsand supervisors are

compgtentrbut thft a smaller number of them are as compassionate

as they are competent. I think that each of us, as counselors and

supervisors, should have the personal goal of being competent in our

.

performance and compassionate in our feelings in alljthe roles we

plpy Which affect other people. pompetence and compassion together

produce the greatest
satisfact/on,for all concerned.


